( :ก  ; 20 )
Affix 20 Baht duty stamp)

 (  ?.)
Proxy (Form B)

Written at

Date
(1) !"!
I/We
%&'!(
Address


Month

..
Year

@MS!WA F
nationality

(2) -./%0123 FG HIJ I Kก ( ) (45!6!78)
being a shareholder of CIMB Thai Bank Public Company Limited (the SBankT)
=012">!3? @A?7B
holding a total of
12@!BM
ordinary share

12
12

C(Dก@3(36DCF&!ก'
ก@3(36DCF&!ก'

shares and having the right to vote equal to

@3 3?
@3

votes, as follows:

shares and having the right to vote equal to

votes

(3) B'PDQ1

hereby appoint

 1. S





Name
0
Road
"31
Province
2. S
Name
0
Road
"31
Province
3. S
Name
0
Road
"31
Province

!2
age

W>!'(/C3
Tambol/Sub-district
71@F-7^_`
Postal Code
!2
age
W>!'(/C3
Tambol/Sub-district
71@F-7^_`
Postal Code
!2
age
W>!'(/C3
Tambol/Sub-district
71@F-7^_`
Postal Code

-T %&'!(
years, residing at No.
>!X/W
Amphur/District
 
or
-T %&'!(
years, residing at No.
>!X/W
Amphur/District
 
or
-T %&'!(
years, residing at No.
>!X/W
Amphur/District

61c36Q36-./%C3!"!!-7DS2B C(Dก@3(36DCC!"!Qก!7-7DS2BQ1M&@ !BM
/%01267?3 18 Qe1@' 12 B^! 2555 (! 14.00 . _ 13A7B S? 9 5!6!7 jFkB' F ">!ก (B1!S)
@>!ก3!Q1M& ( 44 01(3@ C3(2BA W-2B ก723B1!67 17"Dc3(F- Q (! C(D@0!
Any and only one person to be my/our proxy to attend and vote on my/our behalf at the Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders No. 18 on Thursday, 12 April 2012, at 2.00 p.m. at the Auditorium Room, 9th Floor, CIMB Thai Bank Public Company
Limited, 44 Langsuan Road, Lumpini, Patumwan, Bangkok or at any adjournment thereof to any other date, time and place.


   !"ก$ %

Shareholders attending the meeting in person shall bring and present this proxy to the registrar on the meeting date.

(4)

!"!B'PDQ1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCC!"!Qก!7-7DS2B67?3? 3?
I/We hereby authorize the proxy holder to vote on my/our behalf in this meeting as follows:

  1
A"!7_!7'737!3!ก!7-7DS2BQ1M&@!BM/%012 67?3 17 B 20 B^! 2554
Agenda Item 1 To certify the minutes of Annual General Meeting of Shareholders No. 17 held on 20 April 2011
 (ก) Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
 () Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
 1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain
  2
Agenda Item 2

7'7!'7!3!/(ก!7>!AกA"ก!735!6!7Q7'-T 2554
To acknowledge the Bank's operating results for the year 2011

  3
Agenda Item 3

A"!7_!2BWA3'C@3v!Dก!73AC(D3'ก>!F7!2'k@7k" @>!17'-T@A?@2 31 5!6B 2554
To consider and approve the statements of financial position and the statements of comprehensive income for
the fiscal year ended 31 December 2011
 (ก) Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
 () Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain

  4
A"!7_!2BWAก!7"@77ก>!F7-7D">!-T 2554 C(D3"&!3A-w/(
Agenda Item 4 To consider and approve the appropriation of profit for the year 2011 and no payment of dividend
 (ก) Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
 () Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
 1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain
  5
A"!7_!2BWA6&!W'Cก77Bก!7-7D">!-T 2555
Agenda Item 5 To consider and approve directorsx remuneration for the year 2012
 (ก) Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
 () Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
 1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain
  6

A"!7_!CW&3W?3/%@''MS@>!17'-T 2555 C(Dก>!1">!3A6&!@''MS

Agenda item 6

To appoint the auditor and determine the auditorxs remuneration for the year 2012




(ก)
(a)
()
(b)


Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain

- 2/7 -

  7
Agenda Item 7




A"!7_!(กW?3ก77Bก!7Cก77Bก!767'ก>!1ก"!กW>!C1&3W!B!7D
To consider the election of directors to replace those due to retire by rotation
(ก)
(a)
()
(b)

Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:



ก!7CW&3W?3ก77Bก!7?3S2W!B@/ appointment of all directors as proposed
 1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain



ก!7CW&3W?3ก77Bก!7-.7!'266(/ appointment of certain directors
1. [  \ ]  [ J
ก ก
Datox Robert Cheim Dau Meng
Director

 1k
Approve
2.
 1k
Approve

@3  FB&1k
Votes Disapprove

[  \ \ \ ^\
Datox Shaarani Bin Ibrahim
@3  FB&1k
Votes Disapprove

3. _G `\ กa]
Mr. Subhak Siwaraksa
 1k
Approve
  8

Agenda item 8



  9
Agenda item 9




@3  3ก@3
Votes
Abstain

@3
Votes

ก ก \
Independent Director
@3  3ก@3
Votes
Abstain

@3
Votes

ก ก
Director

@3  FB&1k
Votes Disapprove

@3  3ก@3
Votes
Abstain

@3
Votes

A"!7_!2BWAAB2"D'35!6!7">! 4,894,780,426.00 '!"!ก2"D'AB ">!
8,157,967,378.00 '! -.2"D'">! 13,052,747,804.00 '! =ก!7ก12@!BMAB2">!
9,789,560,852 12 B%(6&!12W7!F 0.50 '! W&12
To consider and approve the increase in registered capital of the Bank by THB 4,894,780,426.00 from THB
8,157,967,378.00 to THB 13,052,747,804.00 via the issuance of 9,789,560,852 new ordinary shares with a par
value of THB 0.50 per share
(ก)
(a)
()
(b)


Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain

A"!7_!2BWACกF13@'7A6_1`@5A35!6!7  4. Q1@6(3ก'ก!7AB2"D'35!6!7
To consider and approve an amendment to Clause 4 of the Memorandum of Association of
the Bank to correspond with the increase in registered capital
(ก)
(a)
()
(b)


Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain

- 3/7 -

  10

A"!7_!2BWA"@7712@!BM กQ1B&">! 4,894,780,426 12 =BB%(6&!12W7!F 0.50 '!W& 12 7B
2,447,390,213.00 '! (412AB2W!B@A5A8) Q1Cก&/%012AB35!6!7W!B@@&3ก!7012 QW7! 3 12
Q1B& W& 10 12AB3125!6!7 =@!Q7!6! 1 '!W&12 (4ก!7@!12AB2W!B@A5A8) C(D
ก>!13FW&!3| ก3ก'ก!7@!12AB2W!B@A5A3ก(&!

Agenda Item 10 To consider and approve the offering and allocation of 4,894,780,426 new ordinary shares with a par value of
THB 0.50 per share, totaling THB 2,447,390,213.00 (4Rights Shares8) to existing shareholders in proportion to
their shareholding at the ratio of 3 new shares for every 10 existing CIMB Thai shares held, at a price of THB 1
per share (4Offering Price8) (4Rights Offering8), and to determine the terms of allotment of the Rights Shares



(ก)
(a)
()
(b)



  11

Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain

A"!7_!2BWA"@7712@!BMกQ1B&">! 4,894,780,426 12=BB%(6&!12W7!F 0.50 '!W&12C''B'
>!!"F- (General Mandate) (412AB2W!B@A5AC''B'>!!"F-8) 7B 2,447,390,213.00 '! Q1Cก&/%0
12AB35!6!7W!B@@&3ก!7012 C(Dก>!13FW&!3| ก3ก'ก!7@!12AB2W!B@A5A
C''B'>!!"F-

Agenda item 11 To consider and approve the offering and allocation of 4,894,780,426 new ordinary shares with a par value of
THB 0.50 per share under general mandate (4General Mandate Rights Shares8),totaling THB 2,447,390,213.00
to existing shareholders in proportion to their shareholding and determination of the terms of allotment of the
General Mandate Rights Shares

  12



(ก) Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.



() Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
 1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain

A"!7_!2BWACกFBWA-7DS2BQ1M&@!BM/%012 67?3 17 -7DS2BB 20 B^! 2554 กก'ก!7กC(D
"">!1&!12ก%35!6!7 (!7D 8)

Agenda item 12 To consider and approve an amendment of the Resolution of Annual General Meeting of Shareholders No. 17
held on 20 April 2011 regarding the issuance and offering of debentures of the Bank (Agenda No. 8)



(ก) Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.



() Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
 1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain

- 4/7 -

  13

A"!7_!2BWAก!7!12'7A^1(ก7` jFkB' (-7DF) ">!ก (4CIMBS8) 5!6!70%&">!
109,999,993 12B%(6&!W7!F12(D 10 '! 176A-.7(D 99.99 32"D'3 CIMBS Q1Cก& CIMB
Securities International Pte Ltd. (8CIMBSI8) jc3-.'7A^&012WkB">!= CIMB Group Sdn Bhd (4CIMB
Group8)=5!6!7"DF7'S>!7D6&!!12@!BM3 CIMBS -.">!3A7D1&!3 1,066,800,000 - 1,117,600,000
'! (4ก!7! CIMBS8)

Agenda item 13 To consider and approve sale of 109,999,993 ordinary shares held by the Bank in CIMB Securities
(Thailand) Co., Ltd. (4CIMBS8) with a par value of THB 10 each, representing 99.99% of the registered capital
of CIMBS, for a total cash consideration in the rage of THB 1,066,800,000 - 1,117,600,000 to CIMB Securities
International Pte Ltd. (8CIMBSI8), a wholly owned subsidiary of CIMB Group Sdn Bhd (4Sale of CIMBS8)



(ก) Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.



() Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
 1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain

  14
73| (0!B)
Agenda item 14 Other matters (if any)




(5)

(ก)
(a)
()
(b)


Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain

ก!7(36DC@33/%7'B'PDQ!7DQFB&-.F-W!B7D'2FQ13@B'PD?Q10&!ก!7(36DC@3?FB&
0%กW3C(DFB&QS&-.ก!7(36DC@33!"!Qv!D/%012
The proxy holderxs vote on any agenda item, which is not in accordance with my/our intention as specified in this Proxy,
shall be deemed invalid and shall not be treated as my/our vote, as a shareholder.

(6)

Qก7_!"!FB&F7D'26!B-7D@36`Qก!7ก@3(36DCQ!7DQF17 7D'2FFB&S"17Qก7_-7DS2BBก!7
A"!7_!17(3BWAQ73Qก1"!ก737D'2F!3W 7B0c3ก7_Bก!7CกF-(C-(317ABWABk""7A3-7Dก!7
Q Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
In case that I/we have not specified my/our voting intention for any agenda item or in case the meeting considers or
passes resolutions on any matters other than those specified above, including any case for which there is any amendment
or addition of any facts, the proxy holder shall have the right to consider and vote on my/our behalf as he/she deems
appropriate in all respects.

กA"ก!7Q/%7'B'PDFก7D>!F-Qก!7-7DS2B CW&ก7_/%7'B'PDFB&ก@3W!B!"!7D'2Q13@B'PD
Q10@B&!!"!Fก7D>!32ก-7Dก!7
All acts undertaken by the proxy holder at the meeting, except where the proxy holder does not vote according to my/our
intention as specified herein, shall be deemed as if they had been undertaken by myself/ourselves in all respects.

- 5/7 -

(3S/Signed
(

/%B'PD/Proxy Grantor

)

(3S/Signed

/%7'B'PD/Proxy Holder

)

(
(3S/Signed

/%7'B'PD/Proxy Holder

)

(
(3S/Signed

/%7'B'PD/Proxy Holder

)

(

 / Remarks
1. /%012B'PD"DW3B'PDQ1/%7'B'PD37!-./%!-7DS2BC(Dก@3(36DC FB&@!B!70C'&3Cก
">!12Q1/%7'B'PD1(!6Cกก!7(36DC@3F
The shareholder appointing proxy holder must authorize only one proxy holder to attend and vote at the meeting as a whole
or individually and may not split the number of shares to several proxy holders for splitting votes.
2. !7D(กW?3ก77Bก!7@!B!70(กW?3ก77Bก!7?3S217(กW?3ก77Bก!7-.7!'266(
In the agenda for election of directors, directors may be elected as a whole or individually.
3. Qก7_B!7D"DA"!7_!Qก!7-7DS2BB!กก&!!7D7D'2F!3W /%B'PD@!B!707D'2ABWABFQQ'-7D">!W&C''13@
B'PDC'' . W!BC'
If there is any other agenda to be considered in the meeting other than to those specified above, the attached Supplement to
Proxy Form B. shall be used.

- 6/7 -

%

K!   ?.
Supplement to Proxy Form B.

ก!7B'PDQv!D-./%0123FG HIJ I Kก ( )

The appointment of a proxy holder by the shareholder of CIMB Thai Bank Public Company Limited
Qก!7-7DS2B Q1M&@!BM/%01267?3 18 Qe1@' 12 B^! 2555 (! 14.00 . _ 13A 7B S? 9
5!6!7 jFkB' F ">!ก (B1!S) @>!ก3!Q1M& ( 44 01(3@ C3(2BA W-2B ก723B1!67 17"Dc3
(F- Q (! C(D@0!
Any and only one person to be my/our proxy to attend and vote on my/our behalf at the Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders No. 18 on Thursday, 12 April 2012, at 2.00 p.m. at the Auditorium Room, 9th Floor, CIMB Thai Bank Public Company
Limited, 44 Langsuan Road, Lumpini, Patumwan, Bangkok or at any adjournment thereof to any other date, time and place.

73
Subject:

!7D
Agenda Item




(ก)
(a)
()
(b)


!7D
Agenda Item

Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain
73
Subject:




(ก)
(a)
()
(b)


!7D
Agenda Item

Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain
73
Subject:




(ก)
(a)
()
(b)


!7D
Agenda Item

Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:
1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain
73
Subject:




(ก)
(a)
()
(b)


Q1/%7'B'PDB@A5AA"!7_!C(D(3BWAC!"!F2ก-7Dก!7W!B1k@B67
To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects.
Q1/%7'B'PDก@3(36DCW!B6!B-7D@36`3!"! 3?
To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows:1k/Approve
 FB&1k/Disapprove
 3ก@3/Abstain
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